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Abstrrct 

Arcjets incorporating multiple, exotic design 
fm have been manufactured and opezated with high 
perfamaaccinIbeSWWto15kWinputpowarange. 
Tk integrated arcjet design represents the culmination of 
several years of technology evolution breed cm the 

. 
m evalustion of qqxotimately sixty arcjet 
engine configurati~. Specific exotic design features 
include an arc eIErgy recovery chamber, hot gas hert 
exchanger, an extensive regenerative propellant heat 
=ry cot@=&, by-pass gas flow, and the 
effective implemenatiacl of performanc eenhancing 
adlode sh8pe changing features. Arcjet design 
enh8ncanezus are disnrpsed in ternrs of exploiting the 
thamal eaviromnenk in an arcjet engine. Data are pre- 
seUed for several integrated srcjet engines operating co 
vaqing blends of hydrogen and nitrogen gases. 
Miniature 500-700 W arcjets have achieved specific 
impulse levels of 525 s, with hydraxine-like gas blends, 
while weighing oaly 264 g. Similarly, 8-14 kW arc- 
jets weighing only 1,300 g hve achieved 850 8 of 
specific impulse with ammtia-like gas blends, and 
1,3!io s of specific impuk with hydrogcQ 

IImoduction 

High peafankance arcjet engine8 arc attractive for a 
wide range of earth orbital miss&s. The relative 
simplicity, small volume I& mass of arcjets, coupled 
withtheirbalignpiumecharacteristicsalxihigh 
dmrst-to-power, make these engines relatively 
straightforward to intwte into many spsccaaft designs. 
IlM%eimportantfeaturesafeenbanccdbythehighinput 

80132- 

power handling capabiiity of arcjek High powa 
hlmdling,aadhence~albws~ofmodestsize 
to &it-raise satellites weighti several thousand 
ki~ms, with relatively shon aip times. 

To hrlly re&i the arcjet tin be&ik, inchsiing 
reducedcostofqsioeaccess,incnrPosdoparrim 
flexibility, and space survivability, arcjets must be 
capable of delivering high pe&manc efatkvsqing 
inputpowersandgastlowamditkmswhichmaybe 
encumteredduringamission. Intuestinarcjet 
deveiopment for the 10 - 15 kW power range has 
resuhed!&nthepotemialforthisclassofarcjetasa 
high specific impulse upper stage far exist@ hunch 
vehicles.’ l%e availability of such a stage wadd permit 
launch vehicle dowusizing and tkmby red io mae 
cost-effective spececnft orbit fqnsitioning and/m 
transfer. Similarly, arcjek in tbc power range 0.5 - 2.0 
kW sre useful for spacecraft orbit main-e functions 
where their high specific impulse e&&s Iwet 
aN&on lifetimes.s 

For ammania, conventions1 arc&k provide about 600 
to 700 s of specifE impulse at 32-3596 efficiency at 10 
JEW, and for specific powers in the rage 6070 MJ/kg.‘” 
The Electric Prop&on Space Experiment @SEX) 
ammonis arcjet, s&d&d for space fiigbt testing, 
achieves a specific imp&e of about &IO 8 at 30% 
effkziency and 26 kW for a specific power of 108 
MJ/kg.’ For hydrogen propellant, umve&~~~I arcjet 
de&gns achieve specific im@se Iev& in the nmge of 
l,WO-1,200 s, at effiienci~ of about 4O-35%. at 10 kW, 
and for specific powers of lgO-200 MJFg.” ‘f&se bw 
specific impulse and effKiencY levels are kla&quatc to 
enable significant @onmince advantages with such 
rrcjesWhe~~tocbemicrlpropllBiCUt~~ 

which have inherently much Iowa msss, albeit with 
larger propellant load requ&nents. 

This paper describes the results of sn extensive 
research effort to sigaiticantly incrasse the paformance 
of arcjet engines, and to achieve an arcjet engine &sign 
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which main&s high performanc e with varying input 
power. Of principle amcan to this effort were 
&miques which could increase arcjet performance at a 
given specific power level, and techniques which would 
allow arcjet atgine operation at higher spe45fic power 
levels without engine damage. Engine &signs were 
evolved which radically depart from conventiaul arcjet 
design practices. 

Thermrrl Power Control Regions 

Alcjet pelfofmanc eanbemaxitnizedby 
ctxBidelatialofthevalious energy transfer reaction-5 and 
heat flow patha in this type of electrothermal propuisioa 
engine. In a very red and llseful way, an arcjet can be 
thtntght of as comprising three regions of thennai power 
control which -pass the spatial regimes of the 
macrosco@c, to the microscopic. Figure 1 shows a 
schematic of these three power regimes. Each of these 
regiaas were exam&d in &tail during this development 
program, and each region cuntributed significantly, and 
in a cumulative way, to major gains in arcjet engine 

perf armance. 

REGION I 

REGION II I 

REGION III 

:ncrmch ciowcr 

InRegimIthepropehtisusedtoapme 
heatthatwouldothenvisehavebeenlostduringengine 
operation. This macroscopic propellant regenerative 
heat recovery process is significant in improving arcjet 
perfotmance since returning heat energy to the propellant 
flow reduces ekctricai input power requirements to the 
arcjet. At the start of this development effort various 
experimental axbd analytical approaches were investigated 
to quantify the beaetita of different regenentive heat 
recovery schemes, and to manufacture such geometries 
into arcjet engines.’ Figure 2 reproduces a 5umerical 
evahbatioo of the temperature distributian in a 
regeneratively cooled arcjet design from this early work 
which also includes a nozzle radiation fm for additional 
macMsoopic thermal power control. Some of the early 
developmental arcjets incorporating such propellant 
regenerative heat recovery systems are shown in Fig. 3 

Mkmmpk 

Region II is the microscopic thermal power 
control region where power densities can be of order 3- 

Fig. 1 TheromI power control regions awial to 
ucjet engine power design. 

10 kW/mm3. Thii region includes the cathode electrode 
tip, the arc column, and the arc attachment location oo 
theanodenozzle. Whik it may be possible ax day to 
completely analyze the many procagses that occur during 
the brief passage of time that the propellant gas passes 
through this region, such analysis is more likely to assist 
in better understand@ the pmetrial effaces: which 
have already been txxed l&n simplified analyses and 
careful parametric empirical studies. Specifically, 
Region II was studied wamsively during this 
development effort by the use of modular arcjet engines 
of the type shown in Fig. 4.9 Major geometrical 
changes to Region II were readily examined by 
assembling various combinations of tungsten and 
molybdenum disc pana as shown in this figure. In 
addition, these early modular test bed arcjets allowed for 
the assembly of different prupella~ injection schemes for 
the investigation of gas mixing and arc cohmm 
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stabiliition phen~ena. 
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F’ig. 2 Finite element heat transfer analysis was used 
to verify the ef%acy of various regenerative heat 
recovery and radiative heat transfer schemes for 
arcjet them& control. 

F’ig. 3 Early developmental arcjets incorporated 
diierent types of regenerative heat recovery and 
radiative thermal control schemes. 

Fig. 4 Test bed arcjets incorporating modular 
constrictor, nozzle, and gas passage sections were 
useFu1 in identifying engine geometrical pprameters 
key to enhancing performance. 

Macroscopic/Microscopic Interface 

Region III is the macroscopic/microscopic 
interface thermal power control region which enables the 
important processes occt&ng in Region I and Region II 
tooccurwithoutdamagetotbeengine,andatthebi*st 
possible arcjet specific power, tlms maximizing tlmsm 
performance. To achieve high specific Rower operation 
without engine damage, it is necessary to incqorate a 
heat exchanger in Region III as shown schematically in 
Fig. 1. Multiple functiona are perfotmed by this heat 
exchanger and include the following: rapid heat removal 
from the cathode tip, constrictor, and arc attacbrnent 
locations in Region II; presentation of a large area high 
temperature surface to the flowing gas from Region I for 
maximum convective heat transfer, and elimination of a 
direct heat conduction path to the arcjet outer body 
surface. This latter feature effectively regulates the 
thermal Rower transfer from Region II to Region I such 
that propellant regenerative heat recovery is maximized 
and radiative thermal loss from the arcjet engine outer 
body is minimized. 

Performance Enhancement 
Geometrical Configurations 

Many arcjet engine configurations were 
fabricated and operated to verify the sensitivity of arcjet 
performance to specific geomeuy changes. This work 
was guided by a general appreciation of the three thermal 
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amtrol regions, and the power transfer interplay between 
these regions. The following sections review some of 
this development effort, and identify several specific 
arcjet engine geometries which offered significant arcjet 
pe&mance enhancements. 

Energy Recovery Chamber 

Early development work using variants of the 
modular arcjet concept shown in Fig. 4 identifted 
improved arcjet performance with an energy recovery 
chamber. This chamber was immediately downstream 
of the constrictor and created an intermediate pressure 
between the constrictor and nozzle, which allowed 
additional transfer of energy from the arc to the 
propellant. Figure 5 compares a conventional arcjet 
constrictor and nozzle geometry with a dual cone angle 
design and the energy recovery chamber design. The 
dual cone angle design was developed very early in the 
program.* Since that time, other workers have developed 
similar designs which are called bi-angle noxxles6 
Figures 6a and 6b compare operation of a modular test 
bed arcjet on simulated ammonia (75% HJ25W NJ using 
each of the constrictor nozzle designs shown in Fig. 5. 
As can be seen from these data comparisons, the energy 
recovery chamber design resulted in superior 
performance over the specific power range investigated. 

The energy recovery chamber captures a large 
fraction of the frozen flow losses in the propellant gas. 
This chamber allows the gas flow and arc column to 
expand very rapidly from the constrictor, whereupon gas 
expansion is essentially halted in the large diameter, and 
constant cross sectional area, of the energy recovery 
chamber. Tbe fairly constant gas pressure in the energy 
recovery chamber is less than in the constrictor, but still 
much grater than if the gas were allowed to expand 
directly into the nozzle. As a consequence of this 
intermediate pressure regime, and the extended length of 
time the gas flows in this chamber, there is significant 
conversion of the various excitational mode energy of the 
arc column heated propellant gas back into kinetic energy 
of the gas flow. Also, because of tbe lengthening of the 
arc column by forced arc flaring, the arc voltage for a 
given input power is significantly increased. Similarly, 
the flared arc attaches to the large surface area in the 
energy recovery chamber and, consequently. the heat 
loading at the arc attachment location is significantly 
decreased These latter effects are very important for 
increased arcjet efficiency and longevity. 

wltn eneqy 
recovery c.?amcer 

Fe. 5 Comparison of arcjct constrictor and nwzzlc 
geometries. 

It should be noted that the energy recovery 
chamber results in 2556-502 higher arc voltage 
operation, for a given input power, than operation of a 
conventional arcjet without an energy recovery chamber. 
This is an important effect since higher voltage operation 
means lower arc currents. which generally means lower 
heat loading on arcjct enpinc surfaces surrounding the arc 
column. Typically, such heat loading reductions will 
increase arcjct component longevity. 

It is possible to continualiy increase the operating 
voltage of an arcjet to very high levels by the use of 
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F& th Ewgy rumvery chamber daifp 
am6garatioos (solid symbols) gave the best ovenll 

ormaace wltll the modular test i!r!z:b pcrf 
vrriousgeomeaicrlmodiiitialsbothupstramslNl 
QwI#reun cd the coasahx. During this &velopment 
progr8m, stable arcjet opaatb was achieved with UC 
c&malengtbswhichwered&tenlimesdle 
~IRB&UN diameter? But, it was famd that the high 
qJeratingvoltapofwrhrr?cjets,uptotwicethptof 
amvauion8l arcjets, resultbd in excessively high voltage 
stresslevels,andveryhighpowerloadingsatthecarhade 
tip and the anode nozzle ax attachment location. with 
s&sequent rapid damage to the engine. 

Hot Gas Hut Exchanger 

Thekatloadonenginesurfacessunounding 
thearccolumnofsnarcjetmustbecaktrolledsoasto 
pevau these surfaces fran attaining temperatures which 
would pumote rapid evaporatiaa, or even melting, of 
algine compaBabts. naditial81 appmaches to rllk heat 
loading problem have included high emissivity coatings 
far the arcjet’s exposed extesior surfaces”, and 
regenerative cooling passages through the nozzle and 
near the axtstrictor.“*‘* The impatance of effkient 
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F-i& 6b Eoergy recovery chamber design 
colr4gur8t&as @olid qmbols) gave the best overall 
efkiency performamce witb the modular test bed 
utic@- 

regenerative heat recovery sclmw was recognized from 
thCStUtOftbiS~8lldSUChooOhgochGmeeWCKC 

usedinalloftbeatqjeu&velopedaudresteddtringrhis 
effat. High em&My coatings were not used on &se 
arcjets since such coatings offer only a small 
perfamance gain, and, any advanmgeou coating could 
bett&ilyaddedasafi4falxicationstep. 

It was detcxmined early in the program that 
there was a practical limit to the amount of heat tnuk3fer 
which could be accamatodlrted by traditional 
regenerative heat xec~ schemes. A hot gas heat 
exchanger was conceived as an eflective method of 
significantly increasing the bfat arrsfer from the uitical 
engb surfaces mnrotmding the arc. As noted in fig. 7, 
tbebeatexchallgerfkt~toremove heatssrapidlyas 
possible from the highest kat loading rcgiorrs of dre 
arcjet. Tbeae regi4nm are as follows: the entratxx to the 
cor&ctor, whose heat load ccmes primarily Eram the 
arc emitting from Ibe white hot tip of the nearby cathode; 
the ccc1Gtfctor, whose heat load cakes primarily Fran 
the extremely hot arc column passing through it; the 
energy recovery chat&s, whcxie heat load is -rated 
by the attachment of the bot arc; and the initial pcntian 
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Fl& 7 Hot gas beat exclmnger fuoctions to IVmove 
bemt lodiog from Regiaa II. 

of the diverging expansion nozzle, whose heat load 
WtW!3f&XltkcOllisiaarlprocesseSoccurring in tbe hot 
gaaflowasthekineticC?JErgyofdlepmpellantflowis 
ordered into a well directed plume. 

The beat exchanger concept is remarkable in 
that the actual heat exchanger device is effectively 
thamally isolated from significant thermal conduction 
paths to the rest of the arcjet body. At fit it would 
sam that anything which prevented radial heat 
conduction from the arc column region to the outer arcjet 
hody surfaces would only promote further interior engine 
heating, and the earlier amiet of thermal ovehad 
damage. This is not so. Figure 8 plots numerically 
&rived maximum constrictor/energy recovery chamber 
tmnperature projections for an arcjet with, and without, a 
Region III heat exchanger. For these calculations a 
fractim of 10% or 15% of the total input power into the 
arcjet was assumed to be incident upon the interior 
surfaces of the constrictor/energy recovery chamber. 
The effectiveness of the heat exchanger concept in 
mitigating dangerously high temperature extremes is 
evident in these analyses by comparing the much higher 
surface temperatures experienced without a heat 
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Fig. 8 Analyses indkated that a Rtgion III hot gas 
beat exclunger wml very c&ctive in signifkMtly 
reducing tcmperatuns in the comtlictor qbn. 

exchanger present. 

Thermally isolating the heat exchanger forces it 
to operate at a high, relatively uniform tempmature, 
which promotea mm effective convective heat transfer 
tothegasstremn. Moreover,duetotheverylowradii1 
temperahtre gradient of the beat exclunger, there is little 
thermally induced radial mechanical stress which, in 
conventional arcjets, can cause significant creep of the 
anode material and gradual clompc of the constrictor.“’ 

Regenerative Cooling 

While early arcjets developed during this 
program used extensive regenerative propellant heat 
recovery geamewies,lp inch&n of a beat exchanger 
resulted in significant changes to the propellant flow 
path. Basically, the more work perfmed by the 
propellant flow in recovering arcjet engine heat energy, 
the greater the impedance to the propellant flow through 
the engine. An increased flow impedance creates an 
increased pressure drop in the engine, which in turn 
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reduces the effectiveness of tbe propellMt flow in vmex 
st8bilizingtbearccolumnintbecoastriucr. Incrasing 
tbepropellantsupplypressumtocompensatefordlis 
flowimpedanceeffectisusuallynotrlJsefhloptiaL 
~Y,~proQel~supplY~amlotbeeasily 
inaemed. TIlkiseSpeciallythecasewithma3t 
oommoo arcjet propellants which are saxed as liquids, 
suchas hydra&and ammonia, or propellants which 
arestoredasuyogeas,suchubydrogen. With& 
addiM of a aophiarcd hut exchanger assembly, the 
regaBr8tive k8t recovery schne bad to be amfigured 
sors~recovertkmaxitmnnam~tofbeatwiththe 
minimum8mamtofimpechacetopropellanth. 

Tbe dual, thin walkd arcjet body tube design 
(Fig. 1 - Region I), was retained with the modified 
re~mtive heat recovery system, but the swirl motion 
impartedtotbeprope~ntfllowintheearlyarcjetsasit 
passed between these tube sections was replaced with an 
8xial flow. Illis axial gas flow was allowed to cxmrimle 
tot&arcjetenginetipbydesigningtbeanodenozzleas 
an essentially hollow structure. The axial gas flow path 
wm t&n reversed 1809 before entering the heat 
exdunger. Figure 9 shows dlis axial propellant flow 
prth which should be uxnp8red with dre multiple helical 
pmpeuant flow paths shown previously in Fig. 1. Hut 
tra&er to the axial propellant flow was maximized by 
iaoorpmting muhipk ridges machined normal to the 
4lowdirecti~asshowninFig.9,onboththesurfaces 
oftbethinwalkdbodytubesectionsaodthethinwalkd 
nor&e sectia~. 

r Axial flow 

/ -II 

F@. 9 Axial tlon path and surf= ridges minimized 
engh pressure drop and maximized beat transfer. 

Iti!l8dvMt8geol&fkcmrmiwiaapaspeaive, 
to bave tbe cap&i& of hcre&ug arcjet tbnrt 
signifhntly to perfam mpid mmKalvc*ftmctiavR 
WithacuxUantarcjetiqmtpower,ttPutirrmrsasate 
possible by hcreahg tkpropelhtflowratc,whidl 
bWCIStbCSpiflCiElpUbB,~~tlk?~ 

However, in a practical ~,thCZBiSCRtly8SE4l 
tlw3tio~wbichanbemalixedbythk~qtte 
duetotherapidrkeinm@redarcvoitagerrtbe 
constrictor flow mte is inaea8e.d from its mmiutl design 
value. If allowed Co amthe heva, this rim hr 
enginearcvo1tagearlre8ultinpmpuitieyrwnslnlt 
downastbepowercuxliiati~syacmotqmtvohage 
limitisexce&d. Thu!Bt&reisrpMkallimittot& 
thrustinu~,8tanscrntinputpowet,whichcanbe 
obtahedbyincreasingthepropellantflow inr 
amven tional arcjet. 

During this development program, several 
auxiliary propellant injection schemes were investigated 
for their effect OPI arcjet perfamanc e. AslKlted 
pcevio\sly in Fig. 4, tk om&lr arcjets were designed 
toenabkaszanblyofaeverale&neoompoemtswhicb 
were often times ma&h&Ml with additiunl flow paths. 
Auxiliary propelhtnt flow was injected uparm of the 
cor6trictor,intheclaascriaarudmergyrecovuy 
dumber,anddowrpstreamofthesemgiaosto&krmioe 
mlative perf ormance effects dming mhhr ea&t~ tests. 
Inallcases,exceplsledownmeaminjecti~ 
experiments, the additiotml g8s flow path8 were counter- 
productive to enhancing arcjet engine pafomrence, eitbfz 
as8resultofdesmbiliz.itlgtherrccoiunmradarmdnlg 
excessive erosion, cx bccm~~ of rmiesirabk arc voltage 
effects. 

Figure 10 shows several arcjets developed to 
provideahighthrustmisaion apability without iucuRing 
arc column destabilization or voltage chnges. Figure 
11 shows a schematic view of how the downmueam 
micr~~~~zles shown in the arcjets in Fig. 10 wae 
integrated into tbe ovemll arcjet opc&ng amccpt. 
BriefIy, the by-pass flaw arcjet design ius two sepamte 
papelkntfIowpatbsthatenrertka@ne. Asnotedin 
Fig. 11,oneplQpellwltflow~prsscscbsar[chttle 
cotwictor region, while the second flow path bypnsxa 
pmpe1lantamundthiaregiontoexithotkmainanodc 
nozzle vi8 mi cra~~~zlcs embedded into its s&ace. 
These micronozzhs exit downstream of the w03htor 
region of the arcjet, and their exhaust ad&~ to t& total 
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F&. 10 Several arcjets were fabricated using by-pass 
flow micro-nozzles embedded in tbe main nozzle to 
provide thrust and specific impulse control at 
constant input power. 

Fig. 11 By-pass flow arcjet schematic. 

expanded gas flow without affecting the voltage of the 
constrictor arc colmnn stabilization processes. 

Since the bypass propr&nt flow doas not 
interact with the arc column to become ionized, the heat 
energy transferred to the bypass flow from the constrictor 
region heats the gas without incurring frozen flow energy 
losses. Altboogh the bypass gas flow temperature 
cammt exceed the materials temperature limits of the 
heat exchanger and micrcxnzies, the efficiency of this 
heat transfer process can be very high As a 
consequence, the performance of the arcjet with the 
micr~~~~des is a combmation of the high thrust, high 
efficiency, relatively low specific impulse of the bypass 
gas flow, and the lower thrust and efficiency, but much 
higher specific impulse, of the gas flow passing throngh 
the constrictor and interacting directly with the arc 
colon. Thus, balancing the gas flow between these two 
flow paths allows for great control of arcjet totai thrust 

and specific impulse for a constant input power. 

Cathode Geometry 

The cathode electrode in an arcjet must provide 
tip electron emission currents levels of the order of 
several teus of ampere/mrG or more, for mission 
lifetimes of 5GO - 2,COO hours. High electron emission 
current densities result iu high tip temperamres, which 
can result in signilkant cathode tip evaporation If the 
cathode tip is allowed to recede significantly from the 
constrictor entrance region, the arc voltage may rise to 
unacceptably high levels as tbe overall arc column length 
is increased 

During this program, efforts were made to 
develop cathode designs which resulted in htcreased arc 
cohunn stabiiity, increased heat trausfer from the 
cathode, and increased plasma density for enhanced 
tbetmionic emission. Both a helix design, and an 
axially slotted cathcde design, were developed and tested 
successfnlly and are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b 
respectively. 

The design rationale for the helical cathode was 
that tbe gas flow swirl imparted by the propellant upon 
injection into the pkmnn is strengthened and maintained 
by the gas flow bemg forced to follow the helix, which 
is machined to ensnre a common direction of swirl. 
Strengthening and prolonging the gas flow swirl with the 
cathode tip helix increases the axial dimensional stability 
of the arc colnmn, which enables lower gas flows to be 
used in the arcjet for a given input power level, which in 
mm enabies higher specific power operation of the arcjet 
and higher performance. ln addition, the helix 
effectively increases tbe surface are3 of the cathode tip, 
and this results in a greater amount of convective heat 
transfer from the catbode up to the gas flow. This 
additional heat energy input to the gas flow further 
increases arcjet performance, aud also reduces cathode 
tip erosion by enhancing heat removal from this high 
current density electron emission site. 

The design rationale for the axial slot cathode 
was that the gas fiow swirfmg around the cathode tip 
tends to stagnate in the axial slots, creating a high gas 
and high plasma density within the region of the axial 
slots closest to the usual electron emission portion of the 
cathode up. This high plasma density in these axial 
slots makes tbe slots function as hollow cathodes, with 
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Fig. 12a Helical cathode rod geometry. 

Fig. 12b AxiaUy slotted cathode red geometry. 

electron emission occuning from the surfaces of the axial 
slots. Because of tbe plasma sheath voltage gradient, 
the intense electric field effectively iowers the electronic 
work fun&m of tbe axial slot surfaces due to the 
Scbottky effect The result is that the axial siot surfaces 
add to the usual emitting portion of the cathode tip, 
increasing the cathodes total electron emitting surface. 
This enbanced electron emission process enables big& 
arc currents for a given input power and flow rate. 

Tbe effectiveness of these above described 
cathode geometries can be appreciated by noting that the 
cathode diameters used in the larger arcjet engines 

arc ctnrents up to 70-100 A, bad diameters of about 3 
mm. By contrast, more conventional srcjet designs use 
catbode diameters of order 6-7 mm for operation in this 
arc current range. 

Considerable effort was spent on developing 
fabrication techniques which allowed the impiementation 
of the exotic arcjet engine design featurea described 
above into practical, low mass, arcjet engines. A 
combination of welding teobniques were implemented to 
join the varions engine components. figure 13 shows 
several 8-14 kW class arcjets, and 500-7GO W class 
arcjets, fabricated using the integrated arcjet design 
approaches developed during this program. Tire larger 
engines weigh 1,300 g, while the smaller engines weigh 
only 264 g. The larger engines were msrmfacture4i using 
primarily electron beam joining techniques which did not 
give completely satisfactory sealing performance in 
critical joint areas. By contrast, the smaller engines 
were fabricated after the larger engines and represented a 
more refined mechanical design Most imnortant~y, 
fabrication of these smaller engines tcok advantage of an 
advanced vacuum welding technology which became 
available towards tbe end of the program.” 

Fq. 13 Two high power, g-14 kW class, integrated 
design arcjets surrounding four similar internal 
geometry low power, 508-700 W class, integrated 
design arcjets. 

Both sixes of engines shown in Fig. 13 incorporate 
developed during tbii program, which were operated at identicai geometrical performance enhancement features. 
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Also, both engine sizes utilize a rear flange assembly 
containing a metal seal ring which enabied diuusembly 
andinspectiatofiwiorengiuealmponaltsduriag 
performance testing. ElimiMting this metal aeal ami 
5nge assembly for flight engines would fiather reduce 
their mass. 

Test Faditiea and Procedures 

During the course of this development effort the 
vacuum test chamber, gas flow cuttroi system, tbntst 
stat& and data coilection atMi analysis techniques 
gradually evolved to accommode tc the increasing 
&ma&oftbearcjetenginesMdntest. ..nmeofthe 
early data coliectian and test facility desuipuons are 
contained in previous publications.gl~“ 

FIX performance evaluation of the engines 
shown in Fig. 13, and for engines incorporating similar 
integrated performance enhancement features, all testing 
was performed in a 0.59-m diameter x 1.8%m kmg 
stainless steel and aiuminum chamber. Arcjet exhaust 
gas pumping was provided by a system of multistage 
blowexs ami mechanical displacement pumps. The 
ptanping capabiity of the vacumn facility was aided by 
exhausting the test arcjet plume directly into a diffuser, 
which also fucticned as an acmate beam power 
cabrhneter. Vacuum dumber background pressmes 
were of order 150 mTotr for opera&~ at 10 kW on 
simulated ammonia, and 200 mTorr for operation at 10 
kW on hydrogen. This chamber was fitted with a 
movable bulkhead on which the thrust stand, arcjet, 
electrical camections, and diagnostic instrumentation 
were located. The thrust stand used a horizontal swing 
arm deflection principle, and was fabricated from carbon- 
carba~ composite materiai and dense graphite for 
dimensiioosl stability. Swing arm motion was 
trammitted to a thin carbon-carbon ilexure of near 
perfectspringcou@mtandwassensedbyalimxr 
voitage differential transformer. Passive magnetic 
damping controlled spurious vibrations, and a remotely 
cumroiied test mass system allowed for dtrust stand 
calibration during test arcjet operation. lhnrst stand 
afxuracy was determined to be better tban 2396, with a 
resolution of 1 mN. 

Thrust stand data were corrected for facility 
background pressure effects, although these effects on 
measuRd thrtBt were typically iess than 2%. Propellant 
mass flow rate was calibrated using a direct gas bottle 

weighing tedmiq~, and by seco&ry tes@ u&g a 
voiumebiecddown&mique. MassflownY 
measuremealtswereaccuateto~2%forauga8ca 
investiga&d. 

Thir devehpmaa prognm was not collcaned 
with long term dance oesting, but the identifccuian 
and implementatiao of key exotic cttgiae &sign featues 
which would cumtdatively add significantly to overall 
arcjet engine perfamauce. Ductot&tMnyarcjet 
geometrical feanues iwestigatcd during this polcrrmr, it 
was&terminedattbcamrtofthecfforttopafamall 
enginestatts&ngargcqatbwvoltageattdpower,with 
uansitioototBetestg8sd~e. This* 
helped to avoid the pomdbility d engine damage during 
start-up, which w1I very important since CVQL very small 
dimensional changes axId effect rbe relative 
performance chanctoristics of tk specific geometrical 
feature being investigated. In addition to start-up on 
argon, a unique high frequency gas breakdown 
procedure, and low m arc ramp-up procedure were 
developed early in the development effort to ensure that 
eventbemartex&enginegannuriesaxldbebrought 
uptofullpmwxope&atwidtoututgineanqomzN 
damage.” It abould be Mtdd that following compietioo 
oftbisdevelojlmmteffat,dirscrsmrt-uponyplcrl 
arcjet propellants WT &Bomurarsd tBing #ate-of-&-art 
arcjet power axvfitioning symc0u~” 

Figures Ma and 14b plot the specific impulse 
and efficiency variations with specific power for 
operation of the iarge integrated arcjets shown in Fig. 13 
on simulated ammottir pqcllant. For comparison 
pqoses,testreaultsfranrefs.l8ud19are&o 
prex.nted. Fromdle&tatruKisinthesefiguesitis 
clear that incorparatial of tk performance eabmcemcat 
features developed during &&I program into an integrated 
arcjet engine design &ers much greater performance 
than more conventiaml arcjet engines. Extrapolation of 
the data in Fig. 140. suggests &at the integrated arcjet 
engine design shouid be apable of 900 s specific 
impulse at a specific power of about LOO MJFg. ?hLp 
specific power operating point correspads to an input 
power of about 15 kW. Similarly, the data in Fig. 14b 
indicate that an efficiency of 0.40 cotdd be wrpacted 
from the integated arcja operating at this m 100 
MJ/kg specific power. 
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l?@ f4b Emdency performprrce of high power 
iotegmted 8rcjets operating with simulated amma& 

As noted in Figs. Ma ad 14b, integrated arcjet 
operation with tfvl klicd atk& produced tk best 
petfammce. Mmy Iwb wmc pafamed lo validMe 
this pcrfarmmc eadvamgcovcrtk8t8ndmrdcukdc 
geometry. Themsuboftkseoerassbowedthatfor 
integrated 8rcjet opeu 8t tk (pme rhnulartd 
rmmonir~fbW~drpecifiCpamr,cbe 

specific impulse imuamd by m avenge of 5.1%. and 
the efficiency inmased by 8n rvarge of 7.7% ming the 
helical CadKlde geumry. simil8riy, tbc ldical atbode 
tendedto- tiMrrCVOkgCb)dMlUt5%Wbm 

compredtomjuopentiollWitbIhc~rd~ 

geuneay. The mmaucd mjet mid length tcabpmture 

dbtribution l-can&d lmdmngcd chlthg 8rcjet tatillg 

with either the stadud or blkd dbode geamtry. 

oneoftkkeyfeatuaIoftkitttcgmtcdarcjet 
designistk8bilityoftkcngirrerPtoopcratc8tr 
relatively cumutt specific ittqmlsc and effi&my, ovet a 
wide power thfmiing mttge. Figrrcs 158 and 15b 
document this IS&II pcrfomnncc chuamxistic. For 
these! data, he integrated arcjet was opmtcd in a mode 
wkrespecificpowcr&umedwi&immshgipput 
~CltOObtb8nlrdve~~~rpedficim~rrad 
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Fig. 15a High power integratd rrcjets gave 
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Fl& 15b High power integrated arcjets gave 
rebtively umtmt effkiency over their g-14 kW 
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Figures 16a and 16b show performance of the 
integrated arcjet engines lsiag simulated hydrazhnz 
pmpclkmt (67%HJ33%N,). Tbe low specific powa 
data point was from testing of the miniature xx&700 w 
class integrated arcjets shown in Fig. 13. The other data 
points in Figs. 16s and 16b correspoad to operation of 
the larger integrated arcjets shown in Fig. 13. As can 
be seen from these data, the similarity of design features 
in these two very differently sized engines resulted in 
virtually identical performance trends, with all of the data 
following essentially a straight line variation with 
incre&ng specific power. 

Tbeexceptiontothislineartrendwasthedrop 
in performance nated at dre highest specific power where 
a significant &crease in engine pressure was also noted. 
Inspection of the arcjet engine following this last data 
point revealed a circumferential crack in one of the 
downstream engine body electron beam welds. This 
crack caused the engine pressure drop, which decreased 
arc voltage leading to the observed reduction in measured 
performance. Extrapolating the data in Fig. 16a, without 
this last data point, shows that a specific impulse of 800 
s could be realized with simulated hydra&z by operating 

T Helical Cathode 
n Slotted Cathode 

A 500 W Arcjet. 7 

A 

40 60 

Specific Power. MJ/kg 

Fu. 160 Both the low power and high power 
integrated rrcjet eoghm gwc high specitk imp&e 
performance on shulated hydrazinc sod Idlowed 
similar performance treads with specific power. 

the integrated arcjets at a specific power of about 80 
MJ/kg. It SW be noted that no engine cracks 
developed during extensive testing of the miniatue 
arcjets shown in Fig. 13. As discussed pevioudy, these 
low power arcjets were fabricated using an advanced 
vacuum welding technology which wss not avaiiabie at 
the time the larger, high power engines were 
manufactured. 

As noted in Figs. 16a and 16b, the axial slotted 
cathode ge4nnetry was evaluated against the helical 
cathode geometry during integrated arcjet operation u&g 
simulated hydra&e propellant. For the mme flow rate 
and specific power, the axial slotted cathode tended to 
reduce the arc vdtage by about 13% compared to 
operation with tk helical cathode geometry. This effect 
resulted in a higher arc current requirement to attain the 
same arc power level, which caused slightly higher arcjet 
temperatures. There appeared to be little performance 
difference between the two exotic cathode geometries. 
with perhaps a slight arcjet efficiency increase associated 
with the axial slot cathode. 
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F’lg. 16b Both the bw power and high power 
hegmted arcjet engines gave high effkkncy 
perfixmura on sbnalated bydrazine and fdbwed 
ripihr perfinmmce trends witb spedfk power. 

Tbeabilityoftbeaxialslotcatbodetoemit 
elecaonrsmafeefficientlywaspartofthexatioMlefcN 
this pmtich cathode design. However, bigber arc 
&almmsffftbe88meinputpoweropef8tingpointbave 
mditioo8liy irwnr#d adto& emsion rates. The 

rpppeM incxem in ekcmm emitting eftkiency from the 
axiai skit adm& design may mitigate these paential 
itmemed em&m rate effeas at bigb arc mcents. 
Howevex, long-term catbode life testing would be 
required to verify this process. Never&less, higher arc 
curmm do hcrease the arc attachment heat load cm tbe 
8rcjeq wbicb doe8 increase ucjet operating temperatures. 
PrilWilyfortbislatternasoa,theaxialslotcatbode 

was deemed inferior to the helical catbode, ahbougb 
supcriaaothestamludarho&dcsign. 

Altbougb tbe larger integrated arcjet engines 
&own in Fig. 13 wae fabricated for qmatim on 
SimuLted ammalia propellant, these qines were also 
operated successfully with hydrogen propellant. Figures 
17aand17bplathemcasmedspecifkimpJseand 
effkhcy vafiatias, respectively, as 1 function of 
specific power for hydrogen prqellant qnmicm. Also 
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performmce witb bydragen. 
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plotted in Figs. 17a and 17b are data from an earlier 
integrated arcjet design which was fabricated to produce 
moFc optimal performanc e with hydrogen propellant for 
input powers of order 5 kW.‘O It should be noted that 
alloftbedata&owninFigs. 17aanrl 17bwereobtaimd 
using a standad cadmk geaneuy ad thus show lower 
performance than would be expected if a helical cathode 
geomeKywereused. lhesetestmsultsindicatethatan 
integrated arcjet with a wzxle and constricta sixe 
optimized for hydrogen propellant, and using a helical 
cathode, would achieve a specific impulse of about 1,500 
s, with an effxiency of about 50%. for operation at an 
+&tower of 15 kW, and at a specific power of 250 

An integrated arcjet utilizing a bypass propellant 
flow scheme, with four micT*noxzks embedded in the 
anode nosxle, was operated successfully during this 
program. In these prelimimuy tests, the measured arc 
vdtage only increased from 163 V to 165 V as the 
simulated ammonia propellant flow through the bypass 
channe.ls and micro-nozzles was increased from zero to 
50% of the total engine input propellant flow. These 
tesm also demonstrated both a substantial thrust, and 
effiiciency, increase during by-pass flow integrated arcjet 
cperaticn. 

Filly, the heat recovery capability of the 
regenerative propellant Bow scheme in the integrated 
arcjet engines was demonstrated by completely insulating 
the outer body of a test arcjet with a 2-cm thick thetmal 
blanket which extended to 1.5 cm upstream from the 
noxxle exit plane. A polycrystalline mullite fiber was 
used to blanket the engine, and this insulation material 
was covered by a thin titanium vented shroud. Arcjet 
operation was sustained at an input power of 8 kW using 
simulated ammonia propellant with no damage to the 
inte4or engine components. During these tests, only the 
small exposed nozzle tip area was visibly radiating, while 
the remainder of the arcjet titanium shrouded outer body 
surface was essentially at room temperanne. 

COtlClUSlOtl 

Expldting the physical processes, and 
subsequent thermal enviromnents, important to arcjet 
operation has resulted in the successful development and 
implementation of several significant performance 
enhancing arcjet geometrical features. These design 
features included an energy recovery chamber, hot gas 

heat exchanger, novel regenerative heat recovery 
schemes, by-pass gas flow systems, and exotic adunk 
geometries. Arejets tmmufad utilizing tksc 
advanced engine features incorporated into an integrated 
system have achieved performance signifu#ltly greater 
than conventiaral arcjet engiaer.” F+trber &vebpmaU 
ofthemtcgmedafcjcta@necamptanbeexpcctcdto 
yield further pafammaz gaimasthedesipks8refuUy 
opimid 
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